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It may be cold and dreary outside on
these Winter months, but we always
manage to stay warm and cozy with our
big attitude of sunshine!
The warmth generated by our fellowship
is contagious creating a ripple effect of a
big ray of cheerfulness resulting to a spontaneous
combustion of fun, every time.
So, hello beautiful you! We are about to have a
lovely and enjoyable sunny day here at ADS where
sunshine never fails to shine.
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We’ve definitely celebrated a Holly Jolly
Christmas at ADS as friends
gathered with lots of cheer,
laughter and warmth bringing
entertainment and smile to
our customers in their homes.
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Our King and Queen of Hearts 2021 has been crowned
with much adulation from everyone present for the
occasion as well as the ones who joined us via Zoom.
King Larry and Queen Betty, accepted with grace and
pride their Title as this year’s royalty.
We would like to thank our friends, Kinner Express for
rendering wonderful music for this occasion. Also, Ms.
Robin Hakes of Locust Ridge for
providing the bouquet and boutonniere. A special THANK YOU
to Cheryl Taylor and Friends
for their donation of new
tiaras and crowns for
our Kings and Queens
celebrations at ADS.
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FUN GALORE

We are bound on our dedication to bring fun and to serve
but never boundless into
finding ways and means to elicit interest and keep the smiles
and laughter going at ADS. We, as well as our volunteers are
always bringing up our level of creativity to always deliver a
fun and engaging experience for our customers at the Welcome Center.
Images from: Literary Club with Ashley. Daily Fun Trivia.
OSU Nutrition Teaching. Broadway at ADS.
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It’s never cold and definitely never stale at ADS.
Pictures above showing our new “It” games/activity is our own
version of a Horse Race (left above: Gaye and Joyce with their
winnings) and golf game (donated by Cheryl Taylor & friends).
Let’s Make a Deal (sponsored by Ms. Misty Branham of Sunrise
Manor). All our other games, still as popular and always
seemed new, music that brings memories and soothes the
soul, as well as arts and crafts that challenges imagination.
With the daily enthusiasm and cheer brought in by staff our
customers’ participation is always a given.

Music Expressions with Bells. A joy filled
activity where music translates to smiles.

Betty with her valentine craft.
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We appreciate the love and support
we constantly get from our never tiring volunteer entertainers. Our
warmest thank you to all of you.

Thank you!!!
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Gaye,
Ron

Bob

Edith

Special “Thank You” from ADS to our friends at
Sunrise Manor, through Ms. Misty, for an ice
cream treat for our birthday celebrants and
customers in January.
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Betty Lou

Clyde
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LOL CORNER
How did the telephone propose to its girlfriend?
He gave her a ring.
Source: https://www.rd.com/jokes

Q. What did the flame say to his buddies after he
fell in love?
A. "I found the perfect match!"
Source: https://www.rd.com/jokes

Wife: "How would you describe me?"
Husband: "ABCDEFGHIJK."
Wife: "What does that mean?"
Husband: "Adorable, beautiful, cute, delightful, elegant, fashionable, gorgeous, and hot."
Wife: "Aw, thank you, but what about IJK?"
Husband: "I'm just kidding!"

What's a balloon's least favorite type of music?
Pop.
https://bestlifeonline.com/funny-clean-jokes/

Source: www.laughfactory.com

INGREDIENTS:
*Keebler Fudge Stripes Cookies *Large Marshmallows *Dark Chocolate Candy Melts *Green Candy
Melts *Green Cake Sprinkles

1. Melt dark chocolate candy in the microwave, in 30 second intervals on
50% power. Stir after each heating. Repeat until completely melted. Dip
Fudge Stripe Cookies into chocolate, coating completely. Shake off any
excess. Set on parchment paper, top side down, until candy coating is
completely set.
2. Using a toothpick, dip marshmallow into chocolate and coat almost entirely. Shake off any excess. Set on parchment paper, until candy coating is completely set. Remove toothpick.

3. Melt green candy just as you did the chocolate. Flip marshmallow upside down
and insert new toothpick in top. Dip into green candy, just barely, to create a small
band of green around the bottom.
4. Coat green candy band with sprinkles or sparkles. Shake off excess.

6. Spoon some of the remaining melted green candy into a piping bag,
ziplock bag or squeeze bottle. On parchment paper, make three small
dots of candy in the shape of a triangle. Each dot should be about the
size of a chocolate chip. Using a toothpick, swirl the three dots together
to form a shamrock shape. Swirl the bottom two dots together first, then
the top dot. Pull toothpick straight down to form the stem. Before candy
hardens, cover with sprinkles or crushed cake sparkles. Once shamrocks
have set up, dust off excess sparkle.
7. To finish the hat, attach a glittering shamrock with a small dab of melted green.

5. Place marshmallow in center of chocolate covered cookie. Carefully remove

MARK YOUR CALENDAR!
ADS will be closed on Friday, April 2nd (Good Friday) and on Monday, May 31st (Memorial Day).

Let your talent and skills be a blessing! Volunteer as an entertainer, speaker, or, just bring out some fun here at ADS where we
love, value and appreciate our volunteers.
If interested, please contact the Editor (information on the front page). Thank you!
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